Undergraduate Academic Affairs Committee

Minutes of 10 December 2018 Meeting

In attendance: Jess Santangelo, Scott Schroeder, Neil Donahue, Adam Durst, Elyse Miller, Paul Fritz, Ling Huang, Craig Burnett, Jean Peden-Christodoulou, Lisa DeTora

Minutes of 11/12/18 were accepted.

The committee discussed the honor code, FPS #11, and language to appear on Blackboard Assignments. The committee saw this as the same as the short form of the honor code appearing on bluebooks, and thus approved language for the Blackboard Assignments.

The committee then discussed data collected on dual major / dual degree credit overlap from other universities. There is a wide in policies dealing with this issues, with many schools have no restrictions and others with quite restrictive guidelines. Given this and previous discussion of this issue, the committee will proceed by contacting the Chairs Caucus to inquire about problems or issues related to credit overlap with dual majors/dual degrees.

The global citizen designation proposal from the Provost office was examined next. The committee requested a few changes/clarifications and will look at a revised policy at the next meeting. There was also discussion of other types of initiatives such as “local citizen”, “engaged citizen” or “leadership” badges.

The meeting adjourned at approximately 2:30pm.